Mass Open Cloud HCI P6

Usability Problems:
1. Unsure of how to get to page for choosing different VMs.
   a. Poor use of metaphor. Although your market is where the VMs will be stored, calling the button 'Browse VMs' or the similar would help users know exactly where to look to find VMs, your product.
   b. Minor
2. VM was already started when added to My Cloud.
   a. Not sure what to call this one, perhaps Consistency or Visibility of system status. The VM should not be started for the user unless that is something they have specified. They might not have even configured the network settings yet.
   b. Major
3. Marketplace container draws attention from each page.
   a. Consistency. Why is the market place on the content part of the application? Perhaps it should go up in the nav menu with everything thing else. It really takes away from what is happening on each page.
   b. Minor
   c. Side note: on your marketplace page, you still have the market place box.

4. No indication of what type of VM my VM is once it is created.
   a. Metaphor. You need to display what kind of VM a VM is. Users will get lost otherwise and be unsure of which VM they need to get next.

Usability Successes:
1. Play pause button is useful.
   a. Visibility of System Status. Let’s users know exactly what is happening with the VM.
   b. Good
2. Great use of modals when adding new VMs.
   a. User control and Freedom or Navigation. Doesn’t take users out of the application or change the page, which would possibly confuse them.
b. Good

3. Need help connecting button.
   a. Help and documentation. Although not hooked up currently, help is suggested in an area where it will most likely be asked for a lot.
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b. Good.